
Type index of Slovenian folktales, animal tales and fables in European context 
 
The system of European folk and fairy tales started by Finish folklorist Antti Aarne 

Verzeichnis der Märchentypen in 1910, and was revisited by American scholar Stith 

Thompson Motif index of folk-literature in 1928 and 1961 with acronym AaTh. The 

Hans Jorg Uther The Types of International folk and fairy tales type in 2004 and 2011 

(ATU - Aarne / Thompson / Uther) is third revision of the Aarne-Thompson Tale Type 

Index. The catalogue based on classification on animal, magic, religious and realistic 

tales and analysis of 40.000 folk and fairy tales type. Preliminary work of the 

classification of Slovenian folk and fairy tales has begun in the 1950s with the 

beginning of the Institute of Slovenian Ethnology determined by Slovenian folklorist 

Milko Maticetov. This first book in series of The Index of Slovenian Folktales. 

 

Monika Kropej Telban is a research advisor preparing the series named The Index of 

Slovenian Folktales and the first book is Type index of Slovenian folktales, animal 

tales and fables (2015). In Uther index the animal tales are first category with 

number from 1-299 (wilde, domestic and other animals). Monika Kropej Telban 

classified animal tale according to the international system 151 The Index of 

Slovenian Folktales. She added to ATU index 17 new animal folktale types. All of 17 

new folktale types are documented with  information (archive, date, place, recorder, 

publication, storyteller). The value of first book of Index of Slovenian Folktales is 

original animal tales, fables, literary tales that have an important role in the 

dissemination. The individual animal tale type include chronological list of recorded 

variants. Kropej Telban added the comprehensive list of the important primary and 

secondary literature and creates a comprehensive set of references for further 

research. This is very important that variants of Slovenian animal tales and fable 

develop specific cultural variants and at the same time they are part of European 

Motif Index.  Some Slovenian animal tales lie outside the international ATU system 

that is opportunity for further research. 


